
HALL MANAGEMENT CENTRE

lIT KHARAGPUR

IIT/ HMC/2020-21/ PVT-MESS/01 Dated: 13-01-2021

Sub: Running of Private Mess in B RAmbedkar Hall

In view of the phase-wise return of the Research Scholars and few other students back in the
Halls, a private mess is going to be operational in B RAmbedkar Hall with effect from 15.01.2021.

Students may opt for this private messeither on payment of some advance or direct on-the-spot
payment to the concerned private contractor. Hall Office or HMCwill not be involved in any kind
of monetary transaction with respect to this private mess.

Apart from the boarders of BRH, students from other Halls presently staying inside the campus
are also encouraged to go to BRHfor have their breakfast/ lunch/ dinner.

Students presently staying in MMM/ SAM Hall in their quarantine phase may also be served
breakfast/ lunch/ dinner packets directly in the quarantine Hall itself upon booking their food
over phone (Mob: 9734219007) to the mess operator.

Students are advised to maintain all Covid-19 related safety protocols strictly
including putting on mask, social distancing and hand sanitization.

No other private messl eatery/ canteen etc. will run in any Hall of Residence.

Further, students are advised not to cook inside their rooms as per the standard rules and
regulations of the Hall.

Details of the private mess are enclosed herewith.

i~(t;;-)~ ,
Chairman (HMC)

To

1. Warden B RAmbedkar Hall (to arrange for hand over of the site and some kitchen
equipment to Mis Bishal Group to operate the private mess in BRH)

2. Mis Bishal Group (to take over the site at BRHon 14.01.2021)
3. Wardens MMMand SAMHalls (to bring it to the notice of all quarantined students)
4. Warden, All Halls of Residence (to bring this notice to the attention of all students)

Cc:

1. Dean Students' Affairs
2. Secretary, Deputy Director Office
3. Secretary Registrar's Office
4. HMCWebsite



HALL MANAGEMENT CENTRE

lIT KHARAGPUR

IIT/ HMC/2020-211 P-MESS/02 Dated: 13-01-2021

Information on running Private Mess in BRH

(to be operational from 15.01.2021)

List of basic food menu *:

Breakfast Anyone on a given day
(Rs.30/-) i. Puri/ Sabji (4 pc.), banana (1 pc), Tea/Coffee

ii. Idli (4 pcs.) + Sambar, banana (1' pc), Tea/Coffee

iii. Large Masala Dosa (1 pc.) + Sambar +Coconut chutney,
Banana (1 pc), Tea/Coffee

iv. Onion/Plain Uttapam (2 pcs.), banana (1 pc), Tea/Coffee

Lunch & Dinner Unrestricted amount of rice, chapatti, dal/sambar, sabji (1 plate),

(Rs.40/-) pickle and onion

* Basic food menu is compulsory

Add-on in Breakfast:
1. Omelette (2 pcs., Rs. 20/-)
2. Boiled egg (2 pes. Rs. 15/-)

Add-ons in Lunch and Dinner:
1. Paneer curry (1 plate, Rs. 45/-)
2. Chicken Curry / Kosha (1 plate, Rs. 60/-)
3. Fish Curry (I pc., Rs. 25/-), Fish Fry (1 pc., Rs. 22/-)
4. Egg Curry/ Kosha (2 pcs., Rs.20 /-)
5. Curd/ Sweet Curd (Rs. 15/-)
6. Sweet (Rs. 10/- per pc.)

Chairman, HMC

Mess -2


